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View policies. Upgrading your double din head unit is an excellent modification that can add a
wide range of extra functionality. Most of the latest units include Apple CarPlay, Android Auto,
touchscreen displays, backup camera compatibility and so much more. Aftermarket double din
head units are designed to improve sound quality and be far more interactive. Depending upon
the age of your car, they can completely transform the in-car technology and even add to the
resale value of your vehicle. They provide additional outputs, channels and other factors that
help improve the overall sound quality. OEM head units struggle to accommodate other speaker
configurations, which can be a problem when installing additional speakers. Below is a list of
the best double din head units that include a range of intuitive features and use the latest
technology for improved sound quality. The Pioneer brand are market leaders in the car audio
industry and offer an array of head units for a range of budgets. Not only does it allow for
hands-free calling for two phones but it also offers wireless audio streaming. Pioneer is an
audio brand you can rely on for build quality and there is plenty of documentation available for
peace of mind. The Excelon DNXXR offers everything you require to perfect your in-car audio,
which includes a bang graphic EQ, 3 way crossover, gold-plated pre-amps and much more. In
terms of the navigation, the Garmin navigation system ticks all the boxes. Virgin Islands to 6
millions different points of interest. It truly is the best double din stereo with navigation.
Alternatively, you can opt for the previous model knows as the DNXS, which has similar
functionality but a smaller price tag. Check it Out. Alpine are another premium car audio brand
and the ILX is their flagship model in terms of aesthetics and performance. It comes with an
expensive price tag but the features and superior build quality make it a worthwhile investment.
The reason for this is due to the inclusion of Apple CarPlay, which can connect via a wireless
connection and add plenty of additional functionality to the head unit. If you have an Android
smartphone, you may want to choose an alternative as this stereo only features Apple Carplay.
Sony is one of the biggest brands in the world and their audio technology is highly reputable.

The touchscreen display is 6. Using the controls, it allows you to use functions from the
navigation, music playlists, phone calls and more. Sony have also gone to great lengths to
ensure that you can achieve the best sound quality too. With a stylish 6. The design of this
particular double din stereo is in accordance to those of premium car manufacturers but at a
tenth of the price. For those that are on a budget, this double din head unit is the best affordable
option that comes from the Pioneer brand. The 6. The Corehan Android double din head unit
has a large 6. The sleek design of this stereo is very similar to a tablet and it looks great when
installed into the majority of cars. One of the most unique features offered with this head unit is
the ability to connect an OBD2 scanner. This allows you to monitor the performance of your
vehicle at anytime, which is displayed upon the screen. There are cheaper alternatives but this
brand specializes in Android stereos for complete peace of mind. This model in particular is
also one of the nicest looking stereos on the market today with a limited edge touchscreen
display. As reversing cameras are becoming more popular, the need for head units to support
them is pretty much essential. This Kenwood stereo ticks this requirement as it automatically
adjusts the display to the reversing camera when the reverse gear is selected. The only thing
missing is navigation, but the ability to mirror your smartphone to the device and play the audio
through the stereo is a great alternative. Although the display of the Jensen stereo is slightly
smaller than the alternatives, it does provide more user friendly buttons on the interface of the
head unit. The Jensen VX is a top rated double din head unit that offers plenty of functionality
and great value for the money. For complete peace of mind, the brand also provide a one year
warranty with this particular model. ATOTO is another brand that specializes in Android double
din head units and their latest A6 model uses the stable Marshmallow operating system. It even
comes with a three year warranty for complete peace of mind, which no other budget
alternatives on the market offer. Unlike the single din unit head unit by BOSS, this model
supports rear cameras that are automatic when the reverse gear is selected. Another great
features of this head unit is the ability to add up to 3 amps for additional front, rear and
subwoofers channels. Upgrading your factory double din stereo is an easy yet effective way of
increasing the value of your car. It completely modernizes an older car that uses an older style
stereo and also allows you to use features such as Apple Carplay or Android Auto. Replacing
your head unit also allows you to install additional speakers via the extra channel outputs.
There is a wide range of benefits when installing a new head unit and with the latest technology,
they can completely transform your driving experience. To help you make an informed buying
decision, we have produced the below guide regarding double din head units. One of the best
features of the latest stereos is the compatibility with your smartphone. If you use a smart
device that uses the iOS operating system, you have Apple Carplay whereas Android users
have the Android Auto platform to use. Both have similar functions and enable you to use many
of the features of your smartphone upon the double din head unit. This includes navigation,
hands free calling, sending and receiving messages, mirroring the screen and so much more.
Both Apple Carplay and Android Auto are premium features but they are totally worth paying
the extra for due to the amount of additional functionality that they offer. If you would rather not
use Apple Carplay or Android Auto, there are many other ways to play your own music. The
most user friendly option is by using a wireless Bluetooth connection, which you may already
be using for hands-free calling. Anything from powerful car subwoofers that require a specific
channel for additional watts to multiple channels for additional car speakers. If you are planning
to improve car audio in the near future, you will want to ensure that the stereo you purchase is
compatible with the additional outputs. The benefit of a double din head unit is the fact that it
has a much larger display compared to a single din. This makes viewing video footage such as
movies or output from your reversing camera a highly desirable feature. Not every stereo has
this functionality but some can automatically switch displays when the car is backing up. If you
want this functionality, you can use an aftermarket camera and connect it to your double din
head unit. Android is a highly desirable operating system to use for double din stereos. For
those that are tech savvy, you can even implement your own software and apps into the device
but this is only recommended for those that know what they are doing. Although you can use
your smartphone for directions, it will never be as reliable due to signal issues and the fact that
a phone may run out of battery. Stereos that have navigation included often cost more but this
is due to the integration of the GPS module and other related components. Some manufacturers
such as Kenwood use the Garmin system for navigation output, which is one of the most
trusted names in the industry. We strongly advise that you avoid cheap navigation head units
as they usually use a poorly designed system. Big brands that have tested their systems
thoroughly and have the processing power to handle them are highly recommended. There are
so many people that will damage their dash in order to remove their stereos. We have seen
people use knives or screwdrivers down the side of the unit, which is a big mistake due to the

damage it causes. These simply slot into the standard gaps that all head units will have and
allow you to pull it out safely. Depending upon your vehicle, you may need to remove interior
parts to gain access and locate the keys into the slots. Not every vehicle has the room to install
a double din head unit, which means that you may require a new dash kit for the installation. As
shown in the image above, the installation kit is designed to fit into the designated area whilst
providing adequate space for installing the aftermarket head unit. For those that plan on
installing their double din stereo themselves, check out this tutorial for a helping hand. For
those on a budget, there are many packages that provide all the functionality that you require.
However, the ability of that stereo to remain loading and running smoothly can be debatable.
The costs can easily pass the thousand dollar mark but the more premium examples are
available with truly remarkable technology. Upgrading your head unit is a fairly simple
modification that can make a huge difference. Older vehicles in particular can be instantly
introduced to the latest technology that makes driving far more pleasurable and safer. When
upgrading your car audio, installing the best head unit is critical. The additional speakers will
require specific channels in order to perform as expected because not every OEM stereo will be
able to handle extra audio components. Car audio brands such as Pioneer, Alpine and Kenwood
are the recommend source for head units. Although expensive, the quality of the head unit and
functionality is worth paying the extra and there is usually a variety to choose from. Dan is an
automotive journalist and owner of over 10 cars ranging from supercars, tuned cars, classics
and your good old beater cars. He always likes to get his hands dirty with nut and bolt
restorations or detailing sessions using the best products on the market. Within some of our
articles, ProCarReviews may direct you to retailers, which may provide us with a small
commission on any resulting sales. This comes at no extra cost to you and does not affect our
opinions on product quality. You can read more on the programs we participate in via our
disclosure. Corehan Android Double Din Stereo 7. Tweet Pin It. Written By Dan. About the
Author Dan is an automotive journalist and owner of over 10 cars ranging from supercars, tuned
cars, classics and your good old beater cars. Alpine ILX Corehan Android 8. Jensen VX The
lowest-priced item that has been refurbished by the manufacturer or a manufacturer-approved
vendor 'certified refurbished condition' , or an eBay seller or a third party not approved by the
manufacturer 'seller refurbished condition'. This means the item has been inspected, cleaned,
and repaired to full working order and is in excellent condition. This item may or may not be in
original packaging. See details for full description. First let me say this. I was once big into car
audio. I used to tell people all the time, you cant go wrong with a pioneer. However; Pioneer is
proud of their equipment. My mom wanted to keep a back-up camera and Bluetooth and DVD. I
got to say in my semi-professional opinion, the Boss exceeded my expectations. The Bluetooth
paired effortlessly, much easier than my Pioneer does. The DVD worked great. The back-up
camera was as clear as the pioneer. The only thing I didn't really like was that the fm radio was
cumbersome to change stations but, that was easily overcome by the seek buttons on the
remote. Overall the Boss is much more user friendly although it doesn't have as many features
as the Pioneer like x-overs in the headunit and GPS etc. I would buy another one without
hesitation if the occasion arose. Read full review. The Good: -The bluetooth range is fantastic. I
can stand 30 feet from my closed pickup with my iphone 6s and it's crystal clear. I was a sound
tech, and i'm picky. I didn't expect much for the price, but even via bluetooth, it's warm and rich.
I'm impressed. It looks sharp in the truck, right up until you turn it on. Not great, but totally
usable. It does charge via the USB. You can scroll through the first five letters of the album
names. It feels like you should navigate these controls with a large, clunky keyboard; but no,
you just tap. The Ugly: -The graphics are so terrible that they're hilarious. That picture of a
yellow car in the promo shot is total BS, this thing is pure s 8-bit graphics. Took me a few days
to realize what it reminds me of, but it's exactly like original Nintendo. If what you want is good
sound quality, a hilarious video interface, a pretty impressive bluetooth receiver, and the ability
to have easy hands-free calling for a super cheap price, this is a pretty good buy. Verified
purchase: Yes Condition: Refurbished. Good entry level radio BT works very well. Verified
purchase: Yes Condition: New. Radio works good screen is a little hard to see sometimes but
overall give it 4 stars thanks. I love this product. When i purchased my Toyota Aqua, i wanted an
audio unit which could fit in it's dashboard. This one fits just fine! Easy to install, well
packaged, all accessories included! It looks very nice and has lots of functions including
Bluetooth. User interface is very good and overall it's of good quality. If you are looking for an
audio unit, this one is what you are looking for. Skip to main content. Boss BvBI 6. About this
product. Stock photo. Refurbished: Lowest price The lowest-priced item that has been
refurbished by the manufacturer or a manufacturer-approved vendor 'certified refurbished
condition' , or an eBay seller or a third party not approved by the manufacturer 'seller
refurbished condition'. Item is not packaged in original packaging. Qty 1 2. Buy It Now. Add to

cart. Sold by best.. Show More Show Less. Pre-owned Pre-owned. Ratings and Reviews Write a
review. Most relevant reviews See all 13 reviews. Verrrrry user friendly. Great value for the
money. Basic Good entry level radio Boss touchscreen pretty decent Radio works good screen
is a little hard to see sometimes but overall give it 4 stars thanks Verified purchase: Yes
Condition: New. Nice product and great value I love this product. Kenwood DMX47S 6. You may
also like. Boss 12 Inch Car Subwoofers. DVD Players. Boss 6. Sony DVD Players. I have this
installed in my crown Victoria and I must say that it hasn't let me down. The bluetooth works
flawless with my iPhone and the steering wheel control works great as well. The SD Card is kind
of slow but that is only if you have movies on it figured it how the hard way. Other than the SD
card lag this unit functions perfect. Looks good. Disappointed it doesn't have a high pass filter
which makes it harder to work with the sub. Also doesn't have as many settings as i think it
should. But hell for this cheap it's a pretty nice receiver. Bluetooth doesn't show artist or song
name when connected to media. Volume randomly drops volume. No high pass filter. Radio
gets terrible reception. Double checked antenna connection. It works great with stock radio.
Barely receives some stations. Looks pretty good. Save the money for something better. Please
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rocess orders! View details. Be the first to review this product. Out of stock. Notify me when the
price drops. Notify me when this product is in stock. Are you an Amazon customer? Pay now
with address and payment details stored in your Amazon account. Add to Wish List Add to
Compare. Expert Knowledge Talk to a specialist. Skip to the end of the images gallery. Item is
Currently Unavailable. Skip to the beginning of the images gallery. Customer Reviews. Write
Your Own Review. Quality 1 star 2 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars. Durability 1 star 2 stars 3 stars 4
stars 5 stars. Install 5 star for easy 1 star 2 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars. Price 1 star 2 stars 3
stars 4 stars 5 stars. Value 1 star 2 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars. Add your photo. I recommend
this product. Submit Review. Product Questions. Customer Questions. Have a question? Go
ahead and ask anything. We are here to help. Please login to ask a product question. Your
question:. Your name:. Your e-mail:. More from Boss Audio.

